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'Nest Feathering Set For Saturday
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The Falcon's Nest, Bowling Green
State University's new Student Union
building, will be opened formally at
10:45 a. m., Saturday. October 25. The
program will begin when Miss Gerry
Bircher, Homecoming Queen, cuts the
ribbon at the entrance of the building.
After the ribbon has been cut, a procession led by Dr. Prout will enter the
building and proceed to the South bal: cony.
Ed Christian will introduce the
speakers for the occasion and Dr. Prout
will make the presentation speech. Mr.
I 0. D. Fox, president of the alumni asj social ion. and Roger Gitfond, president
! of the student council, will respond to

Dr. Prout's message. The keys of the
building will then be presented to Mr.
and Mrs. Don Patterson. Don is student manager of the Falcon's Nest.
Music and dancing will follow and the
Homecoming Queen will serve free
sodas to the participants in the dedication program.
Dr. _ Prout has named the following
committee to dictate policy of the
Student Union Building: Dean R. G.
Harshman, chairman; Professor L. F.
Manhart, Don Patterson, Sidney White,
Roger Gilford, and F.d Christian.
The entire "Falcon's Nest" is finished
on the inside with chestnut paneling in j
keeping with rustic motif of the build- j

ing. Against the south wall is an enormous stone fireplace which will actually
be used as a fireplace, rather than an
ornament. Small booths will line the
walls, with the fountain and kitchen
on the west side.
Comprising the second floor will be
two small apartments. Mr. and Mrs.
Don Patterson will live in the south
rooms, while the north section will be
occupied by six "Nest" employees:
Harold Long, Hugh Nott, Bob Crowell,
Bill O'Shaughnessy, Walt Hyma. and
Phil Lawrence.
If the need develops, the north wing;
may be reserved for student organizalounge.

Bee Gee News

This picturesque building is Bowling Green State University's Student Union, appropriately named the "Falcon's Nest" in a student poll last spring. Construction was
begun about six months ago, but because of labor difficulties and scarcity of the desired building materials, the "Nest" was not completed until this week. This cabin-like
structure is the first on-campus coke and dance spot since the University's founding.
Don and Virginia Patterson, student host and hostess of the rustic roost, are pictured standing by the huge stone chimney above. They will live in the building, sharing
the double set of apartments with six student employees.
The "Nest" will be opened Saturday morning, when Queen Gerry Bircher snips the
VOL. XXVI.—Z551
ribbon at the main entrance.
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'AnimaT Opening Ushers In Homecoming Week-end
Thurber-Nugent Comedy Hit
Inaugurates Theatre Season

Homecoming
Program

Friday, October 24
8 p.
m. — Registration — Men's
Gymnasium
p. m.—Aquatic Carnival—
Freshman Dominated Cast Starring Janet Jacobs 8:30
Natatorium
9-12—Rally Dance—Men's GymAnd Norm Stuckey To Present Three
naaium, Woman's Gymnasium
Performances Of Play
9:30 p. m.—Crowning of Homecoming Queen—Men's GymnaTonight at 8:15 "The Male Animal" will be released in
sium
the auditorium. Under the supervision of Prof. Elden T. Saturday, October 25
Smith, director of the University Theatre, the hysterically 9 a. M.—Quill-Type Breakfast—
funny comedy by James Thurber and Elliott Nugent will
Woman'. Club
be presented again Thursday evening and on Saturday eve- 9-11 a. m.—Boots and Saddle—
Riding for former students—
ning in a special appearance for Homecoming.
University Stables
Ticket distribution begun Mon-''
"
~ "
_ i
9-11 a. m.—Home Economics Club
day and will continue until Friday.
—Open House—Practice ApartFrom '.\ to 5 in the afternoon, stument
9:15 a. m.—Kindergarten-Primary
dents ■ may obtain ticket* at the
and Intermediate Clubs Breakcheckroom on the first floor of the
fast—Lowien's Tea Room
Ad building upon presentation of
10
a.
m.—WAA—Hockey
for
their 'Ac cards. Reservations may
Alumnii Refreshments—Lounge
also be made by telephoning: 2852.
of Womens' Physical Education
Program To Be Expanded
The theme of the Thurber-NuBuilding
To Include Drama
gent comedy is particularly ap] 10 .a m.—Clovia—Brunch—Muir*s
propriate for Homecoming because
And Variety
Restaurant
it features an Ohio State football
10:45 a. m.—Dedication of "Falcon's Nest," New Student Union
game, returned alumni, ami memTryouts were conducted recently
Building.
ber* of the faculty and student for approximately 25 students who
body.
"The Male Animal" has were not enrolled in the regular 11 a. m.—Five Sister Sorority—
Brunch—Five Sister House
great value as a social satire, be- speech courses but desires to take
11a. m.—Seven Siater Sorority—
.-. i il '■ containing
side-splittingj plirt ,„ tne radio activities offered
Luncheon—Skatael Annti
demonstrations of the reactions of this
year,
according
to
Mike 11:30
a.
m.—Skol
Sorority—
the male animal (homo sapiens in! D'Asaro, assistant program direcBrunch—Skol House
this case) when confronted with tor.
,12
M.—Kappa
Mu
Epsilon—
loss of his mate.
These radio „,„„,, n,ve hte„
Luncheon
"A
most
stimulating theatre ioffered mainly to students taking 12:30 p. m.—3-Kay Sorority—
Luncheon—Woman's Club
going adventure." Burns Mantle, j .perch 108 and 308 but are open
2:15
p.
m.—Football
Game—
N. Y. Daily News.
to all students interested in radio
Heidelberg vs. Bowling Green
"Jolly farce comedy." George work.
State University
Besides those who wish to be in 4-6 p. m.—Library Reunion—LiJean Nathan, Newsweek.
tinged;the dramatic part of the program
" 'The Male Animal' i
brary
with a delightful goofiness.
With' there are other positions offered 5 p. m.—Five Brother Fraternity
—Party-—Fraternity House
a first class comedy coming along such as work in sound, music and
the first crack out of the barrel, technical angles.
The work con- 8 p. m.—Las Amigas Sorority—
Buffet Dinner—Sorority House
the fall :-<-ason begins auspiciously." sists
principally
of
laboratory
Cadi Smith, Chicago Tribune.
'work for the presentation of pro- 6 p. m.—Ptiratra Sorority—Buffet
Dinner—Sorority House
The east of "The Male Animal" grams. Musical programs run first
6 p. m.-—Commoners' Fraternity
w
is as follows"h foreign programs and lectures
—Stag Banquet—Woman's Club
ClaotS
Karla Joan Anderson ™nninJ ,;*™nd and ,,hird/ . T.he 7 p. m.'—Delhi Fraternity—Dinf
l
ner-Dance — American
Legion
Ellen Turner
Janet Jacobs "<"* °. '•"."""P "J " ■"**■?
Hall
Tommy Turner
Norman Stuckey'"^""'1 "' £** dramatics and
.. .••...
i
r. u
n
J_1 .variety shows.
As soon as more 8:15 p. m.—University
Players
Patricia Manley Barbara Burndge ^^ take an in[ere8t |n {he
presenting "The Male Animal"
Wally Myers
Bruce Siegenthaler
work the scope can be extended, Evening—Beta Gamma Upeilon—
Dean Damon
Lawrence Kuhl
House Party—Fraternity House
stated Mr. D'Asaro.
Michael Barnes
Lee Miesle
In past years the group has done 9 p. m.—Commoner Fraternity—
Joe Ferguson
Carl Bartch
Dance—Kohl Hall
most of their radio work over
Blanche Damon
Jeanne Wendell
WSPD, Toledo, but recently they 9 p. m.—Five Brother Fraternity
Ed Keller
Joe Freeman
—Draftee Dance — Recreation
have been able to expand to include
Hall
Myrtle Keller Patricia Schweitier
WMRN,
Marion,
and
WLOK, 9-12 M.—Dance—Men's GymnaN'utsy Miller
Gordon Pryce
Lima. Larry Kuhl and Al Boucher
sium
Reporter
..
Marshall Folts
took part in the round table dis- 10 p. m.—May Day Pictures—
cussion-debate conducted at Marion
—Men's Gymnasium
last year, while the Treble Clef
Mrs. Samuel Lowrie
Club has also given a concert over
Lecturers On China station WLW, Cincinnati.

Bowling Green's Regal Court

Queen Gerry Bircher And Regal Court Slated To
Reign Over Twenty-seventh Annual
Homecoming Celebration
By HUGH NOTT
Bowling Green's twenty-seventh annual Homecoming
will officially swing into its opening rounds at 8 p. m. Friday
when an estimated 2000 returning alumni register for th«
biggest, sparkling prom-crammed week-end in the history
of the University.
The campus will lapse into its yearly masquerade with

D Asaro Conducts
Try-Outs For New
Radio Activities

The five brilliant smiles sparkling at you from this page belong
to Bowling Green's Homecoming Queen and her attendants.
In the
first row, left to right are: Grace Pietschman, Queen Gerry Bircher,
and Betty Lovelandt second row: Connie Smith, and Jean Ann Goodnight. Queen Gerry and her court will rule the week-end festivities.

7 Sisters Capture Russell
Scholarship Cup With 2.8
————

*

Skols Move Into
New Dormitory

"Y" Smoker Is
Well Attended

Rifle Club Gets
Underway Here

What They Are Saying...

Directory Is
Expected Soon

In Today's News...

■"" jlamp posts, pillars, and dormitories clad in the traditional brown
I and organge.
Flowing streamers
and pennant.- will transform th»
familiar streets and walks into a
little Mardi Gras in honor of the
host of graduates swarming back
to their Alma Mater.
Housemothers Named For
Perhaps the most colorful feaSkols, Fives By
ture of the two-day celebration will
be the crowning of the first indeDean Wilder
pendent queen in many years. Garry Bircher will receive the royul
Appointment of two house di- diadem
from
her' predecessor,
rectors at Bowling Green State Helen Sturgeon, at the twin hop
University was announced recently
by Miss Audrey Kenyon Wilder,
The Homecoming commit!**
dean of women.
requests that dancers do not
From Evanston, III., comes Mrs.
press loo closely around the
Pauline Kincaid, in charge of Skol
bandstand during the corona*
sorority house, the new colonial
lion ceremony.
structure that was opened Sunday

Two Directors
Appointed For
New Cottages

The Seven Sister Sorority was awarded the Ksther Russell Scholarship Cup at the Scholarship Tea Sunday afternoon in the Recreation
Hall. Marie Decker, president of the Inter-Sorority Council, presented
the cup to Ruthanna Friedly, president of the Seven Sisters.
The cup is a tradition begun by Esther Russell, a Skol Alumnae,
twelve years ago. Each semester it is presented to the sorority with
the highest point-sverage.
Last*
_
_,
semester it went to the Skol Sor- ■ JudgCS CnOSen
ority who lost it this time by the
^p
w%rn f
extremely small margin of .019182,
f* OF
I
Contest
The point averages are as fol-'
lows:
Seven Sisters.
2.800741;
The award to be presented for
Skols,
2.781009;
Las
Amigas,
2.780876; Five Sisters,' 2.727608; the best decorated fraternity or
Phratas. 2.725274; Clovia, 2.7148- sorority house at the Homecoming
festivities will be jointly spon14; Three Kays, 2.704629.
Tho tea was sponsored by the sored by the YMCA and the StuJames
Ludwick,
Woman's Self-Government Asso- dent Council.
ciation with Ruth Wilson, vice president of the "Y" and Ed
president, as general chairman. Christian, Student Council repreAll sorority members and spon- sentative, are co-chairmen of the
sors were invited.
Dean Audrey award committee.
The judges of the house decoWilder and Dr. Florence Williamrations are:
Dean of Women
son poured.
i Audrey Wilder, Ruth Heymann,
:Miss Grace Wills. Howard Huffman, and Mr. Paul Jones. These
people will judge the fraternity
and sorority ' houses on merits of
originality, color, display, and atForty
Skols,
together
with tractiveness.
The fraternity or sorority named
twenty independent protegees,
moved into their new home on the victor will be presented with
Mrs. Samuel H. Lowrie, wife of
Bunns Move In
Sunday, October 19.
The Skol a plaque bearing its name as winthe sociology professor, addressed
I-ast
Cottage is located on the corner ner of the coveted award.
the Sorois Club in Canton Monday
Mr. and Mrs. John W. Bunn
The YMCA held its annual
of
Thurstin
and
Ridge
Streets, year, the Five Brother Fraternity
on "Tho.«e Fascinating Chinese." have moved into their new home on faculty-student smoker in the lowBoth Dr. and Mrs. Lowrie taught the Sand Ridge Road. Mr. Bunn er lounge of Kohl Hall last Thurs- right next door to the Five Sister won the plaque and it will stay
in their possession until the new
Cottage.
in Soochow University in China. is the University Registrar.
day evening.
Nearly 100 men
The new Skol House is of red winner is named,
were "resent and spent the evening
brick Georgian colonial style archiat ca.us, monopoly, checkers, domitecture. The interior plan is siminoes, bull sessions, and singing.
lar to that of the Five Sister
Refreshments of cider, doughnuts, House, with the usual facilities of
peanutes,
and
cigarettes
were
kitchen, dining room, parlors and
LARRY KUHL IN "IT'S MY OPINION"—The American public served.
chapter rooms.
is being ordered to dig deeper and deeper into its pocket to help
Sunday five men represented the
A new campus organization, the
the fight for freedom."
local chapter at the YMCA retreat
University Rifle Club, under the
at Denison University with Dr.
BOB SEALOCK IN "MERE MUSINGS"—"There is a faint hope Listen Pope, noted University prosponsorship of James
C. Reid,
schedules its first meeting for 7 p.
that the children of the future may not have to be bored with the fessor, as featured speaker. The
m. Thursday in room 201 A.
appreciation of poetry as you and I have in the past.
five men who attended were: Roger
Membership in the club is open
HUGH NOTT IN "NOTT MUCH"—"All cigar and cigarette butts Wheeler, Dick Box, Stanley Zelaski, The tentative date for the sale to everyone and instruction is
over one inch long should be turned in to the Bee Gee News James Ludwick, and Dick Jaynes. of the YMCA Directory has been offered to beginners. A competiset for October 30, according to tive program is planned which will
office for general distribution."
be incorporated into the intramural
Don Lehman.
DAVE KROFT IN "MOURNING MALE"—"A girl's best asset is
The handbook is published each sports program of the physical
a man's imagination."
year by the YMCA for the benefit education department.
Under the supervision of Dale
of the students of the university. It
list* the graduating year, the name, Sauter, a 60 foot range has been
Under the direction of Prof. Nor- the Bowling Green residence, the built in the basement of the Pracman R. Kggiman the Phi Alpha phone number and the home ad- tical Arts Building. The club is
Homecoming celebration opens Friday evening
Chi Accounting
Fraternity
an- dress of each student.
Also the affiliated with the National Rifle
"The Male Animal" goes on the boards tonight
nounces the following officers for telephone numbers and personnel Association. Mr. Reid states that
D'Asaro conducts try-outs for radio series
the
coming
year:
president, of all fraternities and sororities'negotiations are underway for the
Charles Ritz; vice president, Don [are listed.
acquisition of target equipment
"Falcon's Nest" will be dedicated Saturday morning
Lehman; corresponding secretary,:
The cost of this publication will [which may eventually make it posBrown and Orange meet Heidelberg in Homecoming battle Joe
Clague; publicity
manager, be 20 cents this year, due to in- sible to enter a team in intercolleRally hop in both gyms Friday night
James Ludwick.
creased publishing charges.
,giate competition.

Phi Alpha Chi
Is Organized

Two Dances, Football Game
Highlight Alumni Conclave

in the northwest side of the camto be held in both the Men's and
pus.
Women's gymnasiums.
Following
From Louisville, Ky„ comes Mrs.
the coronation, Queen Gerry and
Eva Farmer to direct the Five
her attendants, Betty Ixivelaml,
Sister
sorority
house,
"twin"
Jean Ann Goodnight. Grace Pietstructure opened a year ago.
schman, and Connie Smith, will
Both women are widows and
graduates of the Housemothers reign over all festivities of the
giilu week end.
Training School at Purdue UniSaturday morning Queen Gerry
versity, which they attended last
and her court will dedicate the
summer.
new "Fulcon's Nest," to be opened
Mrs. Kincaid, who has three sometime this week. This dedicadaughters, has taught
in
high tion will precede a varied program
school for two years, served as of pre-game luncheons at the framanager of an Evanston store, and ternity and sorority houses.
In
been a member of the executive the afternoon. Bowling Green's
board of the Service Council for fighting Falcons, riding the crest
Girls in Chicago, the membership of a two-game win streak, will meet
committee of the
Presbyterian Heidelberg at University
Field.
Church in Evanston, and Mortar | TlcVeU for relierved ,eal, wil, ^
Board alumnae organization. She OS sale all this week.
is a graduate of the University of
The game's final gun will blow
Wisconsin.
the cork off the real Homecoming
Mrs. J. W. Carmichael, wife of
Professor J. W. Carmichael of
the speech department, died Saturday after a long illness.

celebration. Sorority open houses,
closed fraternity dances, stag dinners, and an all-campus hop in the
Men's gymnasium will highlight
the evening's entertainment.

A Digest Of The Week's News
As the United States has be-j A. E. F.
As this is being written, the bill
come more cognisant of the situ-1
for the arming of the merchant
ation abroad, we have seen the i
vessels is up for debate in the
gradual abandonment of the so- Senate. There is little doubt that
called Neutrality Act. From cash i by the time you read this the upand carry to lend-lease and all-) per house will have already passed
out-aid to Britan, to the patrol of f the bill.
the "defensive waters,' the AmeriThe attack on the Kearney is
can people have seen the gradual also important from another angle.
disintegration of the pre-war iso- It is the first time a United States
lationist measures. Last week the vessel has been attacked since
war moved a little closer to our President
Roosevelt's
"shot-onshores with the proposed arming siKht" orders of September II.
of merchant vessels.
Perhaps it comes as a warning of
Friday, «■ the House was con- increased German resistance in the
cluding its debate on the proposed Atlantic- as soon as the Russian
repea1 of that section of the situation is in hand.
It also comes at a time when it
Ne«
ility Act forbidding the arming of merchant vessels flying the will tend to encourage the new
American flag, the news reached Japanese cabinet toward stronger
this country that the destroyer, Asia cooperation. Last week the
Kearny, had been torpedoed off cabinet of Prince Kenoye resigned
the coast of Iceland within Presi- principally because of its failure
dent Roosevelt's "defensive to ease the strained relationship*
waters." The vote of the Ht»use with the United States. The new
of almost two to one in favor of . premier, Lieut.-Gen Hideki Tojo,
the measure is another indication is an army man, who, since 1937,
of the break down of the isolation- - Las been an advocate of war
Ut block in Congress.
Some re- i ngainst Russia as well as against
presentatives who in the past have I China. No doubt the policy of the
opposed practically every inter- new cabinet, encouraged by Gerventionist measure of the adminis- many, will be to attack western
tration are aow voting in favor of Russia.
That the United States'
"war-measures." One such mem- relations with Japan will become
ber. Representative Mercantonio more strained in the future is alof New York, now advocates an most certain.
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Mourning
Male

—
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it's my opinion

By
LAWRENCE
KUHL

By DAVE KROFT
STAFF
and Jill
SUff Meets Every Wednesday at 7 p. m. Jack
Office in Administration Building. Phone 2681 Have had their All
Of going after water
Editor-in-Chief
Richard DubM I heard them say
The other day
416 West Wooster St
Phone 2«62
Her father finally caught her.
Max
Hanke
Business Manager
First |Ml 'Well, did
Kohl Hall- Phone 8121
he propose last night?"
Second
gal:
"Yes, and I slapped
Hugh
Nott
Managing Editor
Dave Kroft, his face."
Associate Editors
Lawrence Kuhl
First againi "How come?"
Second gal: "You should have
Snorts Editor
Don Cunningham
S
^K.isUnt.-Bob Berardi Walter Butz, heard what he proposed."
Frank Alexander, James Sul< »
livan, Al Sautter, and Betty
Overheard at the cemetery: "I
Toy
love you more than life—or any
Society Editor
o^"r'»a ^."h other 10c magazine."
Assistants—Marianne Bell, Ann Koch,
< >
Grace Pietschman, Donna
And just about "tux
Linker, and Irene Case
lime" you'll hear this one: "But,
Artists
Jane Grabman, Jack Wilnelm Joe, I can's go to the formal. This
News Reporters-Lois Mayfield, Ruth Hard- coat has been "let out" more
ing, Pauline Aeschliman, Josephine True, times in the back than an old fox
Mirridelle DePue. Max Ihng, Betty terrier."
Jeanne Johnson, Ruth Barnum. Shirley
c >
Sweet. Robert Speck, Doris Terrey, Betty
Question: Do you neck with the
Neeb, Pat SchureiUer, Dorothy Ann Salis- lights on or off?
bury. Lorrene Broseke, Knute Rncntc
Answer: Yes.
Marjorie Wolfe, Maryvonne Clark, and
Dorothy Wolf
,,,„,,
H#.
s
AdVe

a
SanU
taJU
"«»
*£*& ^.*»,£*■
AsaistanU -%arilvn
^ Mar^ ^^^
M>ry
Anolh.r he: Well, th.y «o.t me
Lou Deisler, Ann Koch. Janet 50c.
Holtmeyer, and Maryvonne
HMV^J^ ,

CirCU a

A a,UnunM,s-"SrHarman, Pale" McOmher i
Secretarial
Pauline Aeschliman..
Lola Holtmeyer
__
—
The opinion* expressed in tho signed
column, of this paper ar. those of tho columnists themselves, and do not reflect the policy
of this paper-

Alumni And A
Successful Homecoming
Welcome alumni! This salutation
will be emblematic of the spirit of activities this week-end when some 2000
alumni return to the campus to celebrate
Bowling Green State University s
Homecoming.
Students will be mingling with the
graduates from the class of 1917 to the
class of 1941; they will be ming mg
with graduates from all walks of life,
the teachers, the businessmen and now
even the soldiers and sailors. These
grads will be back to talk over old times,
to visit their old haunts and refresh
their memories of the things they used
to do, and most of all, they will be back
to renew the feeling that they are glad
that they can name Bowling Green
State University as their alma mater.
Perhaps, as the alumni are admiring
the new additions to the University that
we as students are so proud of; perhaps,
as they are marveling at the blessings
that we have as far as facilities are
concerned; we might be able to profit
greatly from Homecoming in a material

Justj overheard: If my room
mate doesn't stop talking In his
sleep. I'm going to send him home
to "mutter."
And then there were
the two wealthly flea* who pooled
their resources and bought a dog.
c >
Jim Miller thinks thin in an appropriate motto: When you finish
that cigarette—wipe the ashes off
your teeth.

< *
Our usual weakly
definition: A tommyhawk is what
if you go to sleep suddenly and
wake without hair, there is an
Indian with.
c »
Kindly clergyman, pinching the
little boy's knee: "And who has
nice chubby pink legs?"
Little boy: "Betty Grable."

« >
Then the
undertaker who put ten corpses into a
truck and sighed. Not a coffin a
carload,
€ >

One last word: A girl's best asset is a man's imagination.
€ »

And finally the end.
Our bouquet this week to the
freshman "wimmin" at the Skol
house. Thanks a lot girls, your
help is appreciated.

One At A Time
By Jo True

H H V.

The alumni are making a go of life,
they are successfully meeting squarely
the responsibilities of a tumultous
world; they are truly scholars in the
"University of Hard Knocks." Then
why can't we. as students, as we are
enjoying the manifold pleasures of
a well planned Homecoming, profit by
their experiences? No doubt there will
be numerous grads coming back situated
in your particular field, whose counsel
would aid you immeasurably. Search
them out, make the Homecoming a success in a material way as well as in a
social sense. The grads will welcome
your interest in them and Bowling
Green State University will profit by
the fullness of a bigger and better
Homecoming.—RD

Nest Opening Realizes
Former Students' Dream

Quite often these days one sees
a small, black Spaniel scampering
around the Five Sister House. At
the end of this pooch's leash,
usually struggling to disentangle
his rather long legs, is a nicelooking young gent. He is Don
Patterson, and we think he deserves
a few words.
Ginny and Don
(Ginny is his wife,
incidentally; they
were married Feb.
ruary 24, 1939)
have about the beat
setup for Love In
a Bungalow, over
there at the Five
Sister House, that
Don Patterson we've seen yet.
Now for some of his personality
traits.
His first statement was
that his pet dislikes are chipped
nail polish and tomatoes (despite
the fact that Ginny was once
crowned Heinz Tomato Queen.)
Among his favorites are: Stephen
Foster music; basketball
(he's
been on the Varsity for two seasons and ia out again this year);
Sinclair l.<wis' books;
wiener
roasts; playing the sax, which he
does quite frequently in the noted
Don
Ray band; tinkering with
-

GREATEST COLLEGE ATHLETEOF ALL THE IMMORTALS C0LLE6EJ
HAVE PRODUCED J1NCE THE TURN OF THE
CENTURY.ONE, AN INDIAN,STANDS HEAD AND
.SMOULDERS AKVE THE REST. THORPE ENTERED CARLISLE INDIAN SCHOOL IN 1906 AMD
SOON BECAME THE TERROR OF EASTERN
GRIDIRONS. HE WAS AN ALL-AMERICAN
HALFBACK IN 1911 AND 1912. FROM FOOTBALL. JIM TURNED TO TRACK AND WON
THE PENTATHLON AND DECATHLON IM THE
1912 OLYMPICS. HE WAS ALSO A STAR IN
BASEBALL, BREAKING.INTO THE MAJOR
LEAGUE wTTH THE NEW YORK. GIANTS.

•ZL

£

is&

*P0P' WARNER.

s

MOW ASST. COACH AT SAM
JOSS STATE. WAS THE RED
TERROR'S MENTOR AT
• • • CARLISLE • • •

lisJ

As A PROFESSIONAL ATHLETE
THORPE EARNED MORE THAN '100,000
BUT HE DID NOT PROVIDE FOR TUT. FUTURE
HE IS NOW LIVING IN LOS ANGELES
EARNING WHAT HE CAN AS A MOVIE
• • • EXTRA- • ■

Writer Mourns Madhouse
Created By Stage Crews
You want me to talk louder?
Well, how ran I even yell over the
banging of two hummers?
Yes,
I know they will be through with
the scenery in a few hours, but
Rifle clubT"Tm^ie\vTTniveT my voice will be gone by that time.
sity rifle club will have its first What is that line—I never get it
meeting in 201 A at 7 p. m. Thurs- right, and you never give me the
day. Everyone is invited to attend. right cue. Okay, we'll start this
Elementary Department . . . The scene over once more—it only makes
Intermediate Kindergarten
Pri- the fifth time. Ten-thirty already
mary Clubs' Homecoming break- —we ought to be out of here by
Am 1
fast will be at 0:16 a. m. Saturday. twelve—if we're lucky.
October 26, at Lowien's Tea Room. more natural on this walk now—it
South Main Street. Make reserva- sure takes a lot of practice to be
yourself on the stage. Well, what
tions on or before October 22.
Faculty Swim . . . Due to Home- if this dress does fit me like a
coming activities.there will be no bag—your little outfit is none too
faculty recreation period Uiis Fri- flattering. And say, don't forget
to give me that magazine when
day evening.
Student Teachers . . . Students you come in—I'll look mighty cute
who plan to do student teaching holding thin air.
next semester must report to
Gee, I hope this goes over—
the Registrar's Office. The appli- we've worked so hard, and we only
cation blanks must be filled out had three weeks—oh well, they
between October 22 and October say that a bad dress rehearsal
31.
makes a good performance, and
"My Girl and I" . . . Prof. Elden this is one time that I hope it is
T. Smith will discuss the subject true. The stage doesn't look half
"My Girl and I" at the Otterbein bad, does it? But I never will be
Fellowship Sunday, October 26 at ;able to get up out of those lowthe Trinity U. B. Church at 8:30 I slung chairs gracefully—it's as
p. m An informal discussion will bad as a tug of war. Well, one
follow and every student is cordial- more practice before the big afly invited to attend.
. fair—oh no, I'm not nervous—
Recorded Concert . . . The music my nails are always this short and
department announces another all- all because of a "Male Animal".
campus record concert to be held
at 8 p. m. Thursday, October 23,
in 203 P. A. The program will McCain*. "Poetry Of Walt
consist of the following selections: Whitman In Italy" Printed
"Toccata and Fugue in D Minor,"
Dr. Rea McCain has recently
Bach; "Symphony No. 40 in G
Minor," Mozart; "Afternoon of a published a bibliography of "Walt
Faun," Debuasy; and "Variations Whitman in Italy." The new book
on a Nursery Tune," Dohnan>i. contains an almost complete anSenior Pictures . . . Senior pic- thology of his poetry, its translatures must be taken this week, tions, and discussions or criticisms.
either afternoon or evening. Make
Dr. Rea McCain's interest in
your appointments at the table in Whitman grew out of a hobby, purthe "Well" now.
sued during the four summers she
Open H.u.. . . . Kohl Hall will has spent in Italy. Most of her
hold open house Sunday afternoon information was secured through
from 2-4:30. All faculty members, the libraries of Florence, Rome,
students, and guests are invited. and Padua.

Announcements
For The Week

Letters To The Editor...

Homecoming morning will see the
Concerning Convocations
dedication of Bowling Green's newest
To The Editor:
building, the "Falcon's Nest." But returning alumni will realize, as they
Here of late there have been no
student assemblies; at least during
watch the ceremony with pride, that
the past few weeks. What's the
this is not simply another building.
reason? By a process of -uncanny
They will remember their earlier efforU
evolution are we turning into a
to procure, for themselves and for those
colony
of heathens?
to follow, an on-campus gathering place
seems that the writer is of
where students could meet to smok e a nd «£ ^i* -£%• theIt opinion,
and rightly so, that

How can we have a successful
con vocational program? Why just
by having it. There is plenty of
talent in Bowling Green. Many
church groups are represented by
ministers with a desire to lead
periods «/ meditation and devotion.
Our own faculty is composed of
many men suitable to give advice
to any assembly of the nature of
which I am advocating.
How about some convocations?
In this day and age of political
and economical conflicts we need
more religion. What do you say?
Yes!
Charles K. Feller

assemblies are for religious
students passed by in review, and there to graduate next spring; after student
purposes.
Many students differ
still was no room of this sort.
that he has no definite plans. How- with me. however, when they beLast year the University Civic Re- ever, his major being accounting, lieve that the 10 o'clock hour on
search League began investigating the he would like to get into work Wednesday mornings is purely for
possibility of making over the Rec Hall along that line. He'll soon try his the delightful purpose of enteror a room in the Library to meet the hand at balancing books as man- tainment.
long-felt need for such a place. After ager of the "Nest."
I'll grant that frequently the
many months of promoting the idea, the His college career has been out- hour might well be spent to amuse This Is Chemo-Religion
standing in many respects. He is or entertain the faculty and stu- To the Editor
administration turned thumbs down on now Varsity Club vice president,
Paaim H20
the project, but proposed instead the member of the Student Council, dent body as well. But what is to
is my chemistry profeserection of a small Student Union build- Assistant Boy Scout Master, and be done during the weeks when Mr.sor,Reid
I shall not pass.
ing. With the inspirational and gen- a member of the Five Brother suitable entertainment cannot be He maketh
me do experiments and
erous backing of President Frank J. Fraternity. This, in addition to secured ?
balance
equations; he leadeth me
I suggest that upon these
Prout, the University borrowed the making one of the best house- oddMay
among
the
strong acids.
a. m.'s that some sort of a
money, and began plans for building. mothers the "Fives" have ever had, convncational
He destroyeth my sense of smell;
or
devotional
period
Late last spring the contractors broke makes him quite an a'l-'ruund guy. be in progress in the University he leadeth me in the paths of
ground for the foundation of Bowling
auditorium. In fitting with the] chemistry for his name's sake.
Green's already beloved "Falcon's Prof. Crowley To Attend situation at hand they may be I Yea, though I walk through the
Nest." Through labor troubles, union
short programs of 10 or 16 minutes, i labs of old B. G„ I shall fear all
disputes, lack of materials, the "Nest" Manual Arts Conference or they may consume the full hour. | evil. His teat tubes and beakers
Why do I suggest this? For the | discomfort me.
kept growing, until today it stands, a
me with questions
full-fledged addition to Bowling Green Prof. Daniel J. Trowley will go simple and adequate reason that ■ Heinbombardest
the presence of mine class
by train today •» the Univer- the campus needs it badly. The:
State University.
-.' "7 "„,'
' """ "■■■•■"mates; he anointest my head
University has a soul just as every
0
n
The student body owes more than they IJ'VH''?'".
with slams; my eye runneth over.
,hr
Uu,ati^ J? ?*\ t^ student enrolled in it has a soul.
can ever repay to the former students which
**"Uy
.
•"•Conference.
is composed of the chairman I This great "University spirit" Surely symbols and acids shall
returning for Homecoming, whose of industrial arts departments in needs to be cultivated so that it follow me all the days of my
dreams are responsible, more than any teacher training "institutions.
life, and I shall dwell in the
I will grow and develop; so that
one factor, for the University's newest He waa in Colambus Saturday j when the campus proper is old, its chem. lab forever.
building.—HN
I at the Ohio Education Conference. I spirit will be hallowed and revered.
Mary Belle Lambert

Billions of dollars are being appropriated
to send materials to the British. The American public is being ordered to dig deeper and
deeper into its pocket to help "fight for freedom." Perhaps, then, it is not out of order
to examine just what we are getting for our
money.
Sir Arthur Salter, head of the British
shipping mission, recently visited this country
in an endeavor to get more merchant ships
through lease-lend funds. Figures on British
shipping show that Great Britain now has
control of 46", of the world's merchant
marine. Before the war, she had 21 million
tons, and since, by virtue of American gifts
and the taking over of foreign ships, she has
increased it to 33 million tons. With the
loss being less than 8 million tons, we can see
that she has made a net increase of 4 million
tons. This is what we have done for the nation who is our chief competitor in foreign
markets. But this is striking a blow for
freedom.
AIDING OUR CHEF COMPETITOR
While we are pouring the produce of American labor and sacrifice into Britain, she is
operating her factories full-time and maintaining exports to all available markets, including the United States. For example, a
woman who wanted a wollen dress was told
that no American woolens were available, but
that a shipment of British woolens was coming in. A hotel manager tried to place an
order with an American cutlery firm and was
told that because of steel priorities, there was
no assurance he could get American knives.
"However," he was told, "British stainless
steel is arriving and you may fill your order

from these imports." Cleveland newspapx s
recently carried advertisements for a special
importation of British shoes. But all toll la
striking a blow for freedom.
DOES BEER DEFEAT HITLER?
Reports from Cairo tell of an interesting
use to which lease-lend funds are being put.
Tanks, planes, and general merchandise are
being discharded. With each shipment, however, comes a great quantity of American
beer. It is packed in cases of twelve cans
which can be put in spare places around the
ship.
It retails at 36 cents a can. which
means that someone is reaping a tidy profit.
This too, I daresay, is striking quite a blow
for freedom.
AN APOLOGY TO FRANKTE
Before I end my column this week. I feel
that I must make a most humble apology to
President Roosevelt and his company of interventionists. It seems that I charged them
with having no regard for the welfare of
American youth. I find that I was wrong.
A Detroit sculptor, one Beaver Edwards,
has just invented a rubbernid plastic which
can restore the shell-shocked parts of soldiers.
Says our latest patriot: "My composition defies detection when used to simulate a missing
anatomical part. It can even replace an entire face!"
And further, he declares "I
wouldn't have given my secrets to anyone else,
but I felt it was a citizen's duty to give them
to the army." As a reward for his interest
in American soldiery, Edwards has been retained by the government in the capacity of
technical consultant. My most abject api logies. Frankie, I see that you do have our "welfare at heart.

mere musings
There is a faint hope that the children of
the future may not have to be bored with the
appreciation of poetry as you and I have in
the past. Max Eastman some years ago remarked that the art of poetry is being summerged by the wave of technology that is
taking a firm hold on our life of today. That
the machine is the predominant factor in our
civilization is evidenced by the fact that every
year sees more young men entering the industrial field. But this does not concern me
now as much as the fact that we are losing
sight of the beauties of life because of the
machines we have created.
In the beginning, there was no form of
writing other than poetry. Who would doubt
the beauty of the Greek classics? Who would
want to destroy them? Further, who would,
that has studied them at all, want for more
of the simple beauty than is to be found in
the lyrics of Sappho or Pindar? Yet this is
passing away. No longer are we interested
in the symmetry of verse of the beauty of
rime or the rishness of thought.
STARK REALISM HAS APPEAL
It seems to me that today the world is
interested only in the stark realities of life.
Good examples of this are the novels that
have received the greatest acclaim. Namely,
"Grapes of Wrath" and "For Whom the Bells
Toll." In these, the authors have, in my opinion, capitalized on the public's desire for
realism to such an extent that their books
have a sadistic air and definitely leave a bad
taste in one's mouth. It is a bit reminiscent
of "the great awakening" in the early days
of the American colonies, when all the preachers could promise their parishioners was a
place of eternal damnation in the fires of hell.
This is what Messrs, Steinbeck and Hemingway have promised or forecast for us.
Recently I was looking over a list of book
reviews and all I could find were novels concerning the bravery of the British and the

utter brutality of the Germans. Now. it is
not my purpose either to defend or refute
these statements but it is my purpose to say
that I am getting sick and tired of reading
a lot of sentimental trash that I consider an
insult to my intelligence.
Further I believe that any one if they care
to be critical will be cognizant of this propaganda that is bombarding us. We are told to
beware of the German propaganda. But one
'does not have to warn us of that of the
British because it is not subtle enough to warrant cautioning.
REAUSM WILL DRIVE PEOPLE TO THE
POETIC
Along this same line of thought. Namely,
that we are losing sight of the beauties of
life, it is interesting to watch a person pick
up a paper and avidly read how many tanks
were destroyed and how many men were
killed in battle. Still, while one can not condone such a mania, one certainly can nut
condemn it.
It can't be condoned because
people have let the newspapers make dupes
of them but it also cannot be condemned because it has been forced down the public's
throat.
So, following this thought, though it is evident that we are losing sight of the beauties of
life in the horrors of war and in the claws of
technology. What the immediate outcome may
be, one can only imagine. But it seems that
soon we shall be so interested in the realities
of life that we will want to know the true
facts about everything and they in tum will
become so repulsive that we will recoil from
them and seek emotional release in the realm
of the imagination and the thing that we are
losing will be reborn again and we will once
again concern ourselves with the beauties of
life. So, while realism is today the accepted
form, someday we may return to the poetical
and the abstract.

nott much
Football isn't the only thing Coach Whittaker's gridders take seriously . . . Eddie Wellner, Frankie Uzak, Bud Baldwin, and Ed
Huffman could make a fairly decent living
playing pinochle . . . they play for keeps, those
boys . . . bidding less than 30 calls for a general round of throat cutting, rabbit punching,
and assorted mayhem all heaped on the luckless head of the offender . . . we're glad to
hear that the all campus Hallowe'en masquerade of the Las Amigas will be a genuine
masquerade ... no one to be admitted unless
properly costumed and masked . . . that's the
way it should be ... we can hardly wait for
the "Animal" opening tonight . . . just to
see Glue Pot Mahla's new set . . . we're still
wondering what kind of stage setting he'll
dope out for "Family Portrait."
THINGS WE HEAR
Overheard at a fraternity house: "How did
you like your date with that freshman?" "Oh,
she's a sweet kid—swell conversationalist."
"Neither did I." ... in the library: "Oh, do
they have books here too?" . . . anywhere:
"Have you got a cigarette?" . . . that reminds
us . . . all cigar and cigarette butts over one
inch long should be turned in to the Bee Gee
News office for general distribution . . . however, we will only accept non-crushies filched
from a nice, clean gutter . . . what ever happened to the old "She was only a daughter"
gags . . . corny or not, we liked them . . . for
example: She was only a photographer's
daughter, but she was well developed . . .
She was only a quarryman's daughter, but
she took a lot for granite . . . any contributions along these lines will be gratefully ac-

By
BOB
SEALOCK

By
HUCH
NOTT

cepted.
GUYS WE USED TO KNOW
Anthony "Little Caesar" Frances, last year's
editor of the Bee Gee News and first to
achieve the Ail-American Honor rating for
the paper, is enrolled in the graduate school
of journalism at Columbia University . . Jack
Bacon, platinum blonde ex-swimmer and life
guard extraordinary, is making a rather tentative living by sticking fuses in 76 millimeter
shells at a munitions plant in Ravenna . . .
Waldo "Bubbles" Egbert, long famed on the
campus for his Falstafftan figure and work
backstage, is doing his bit for national defense
by twisting iron bars (so help me) in a Lorrain toy factory.

SHARPS AND FLATS
Did you hear about the fellow that was a
two letter man in high school . . . and then
someone tipped him off to Lifebouy ... we
found out that Bob Sealock, alleged columnist,
is actually alive . . . the cadaverish appearance
is the result of simply not remembering to
breathe often enough ... the one prayer we
have left is that no buildings be erected on
the square occupied by the Library ... the
day workmen begin excavating on that luwn
is the day we leave school . . . why do we
always get to fraternity smokers (our own
fraternity too) too late-for the free cigarettes
and peanuts ... we have to be content with
sniping butts from behind prospective pledges'
ears . . . the little kiddies over at the training
school tell us that it's awfully dull and dismal
in the cemetery w. f. (with flashlights) . . .
nobody comes there any more . . . sho 'nuff,
winter is coming.
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BRIGHAM'S FLORIST
FLOWERS FOR ALL
OCCASIONS
174 S. Main
Ph. 2931

Ad— H.t.
Wilson Shim
Complete
Dry Cleaning Service

Central Men's
Shop
and

Dry Cleaners
133 S. Main

Phone 30S1

Skol Cottage
You will see another of our
new pianos over there.
Instruments, Munc. Rrcoid.
and Supplies

SPRATTS MUSIC
STORE
130 E. Wooster

STUDENTS!!!
ALUMNI!!!
For
Hot
Delicious
Satisfying
Meal
visit. . .

HOME
RESTAURANT

The Greyhound Bus Station

Doiitietthatiiftprobl

Glandermen
Meet Tough
Yoeman '5'
Harriers Seek First Win
Of Season Against
Oberlin Champs
Facing a top-notch opponent for the third consecutive
time, the Brown and Orange
cross country team will meet
Oberlin Saturday. Oberlin,
last *year's Ohio Conference
champs, will be out to repeat
last year's feat while the Falaoni hopi' to break into the win
column.
Coach Don Kinsey's squad, rated
heavy favorites over the Clander
men, are gunning for their eleventh
Ohio Conference cross country
championship in thirteen years.
The Yoemen mainstays this seuson
are Captain Wink Day, Pete Easter, Paul Nelson, Fred Grannis,
Congo Hicks, Joe
Miller and
Gardner Hutchins.
So far this
year Oberlin has met Earlham.
Ohio State, and Miami. Last year
the Crimson and Gold runners
trimmed the Falcons 18-42.
The meet was to be a triangular
meet with Kenyon as the third
competitor, but Kenyon has no
cross country team this year.
Jay Parker, Ralph Boroff, Roland Emmitt, John Bloom, and
Clair Forest will carry the Brown
and Orange colors against Oberlin. The Glander men, undaunted
by their losses are determined to
make a good showing against the
champs.
In the first meet, against Miami.
Boroff, in sixth place, was the
first Bowling Green man to finish.
Miami won the meet by the score
of 16 to 44.
Last Saturday a strong Michigan Normal squad chalked up a
score of 10 to 36 ever the Falcon
harriers. Duane Zemper led the
teams across the finish line. Close
behind him were his Michigan
team mates, Archer, Johnson, and
Sigety to cop the first four places.
The first Bowling Green man to
finish was Boroff, in seventh position followed by Parker, in eighth
place.

Shoe

KLEVER'S
JEWELRY STORE
(or

Costume Jewelry
Lucian LrUni perfumes
and colognies
printed stationery

GAS DOESN'T COSTIT PAYS!

Former Footballer
Killed In Crash
John Klenner '40, former
varsity football star, died Mon*
day morning in Monroe Hot*
pital as the result of injuries
received in an automobile accident near Monroe, Mich., late
Saturday aigbt. He was a mesabar ef tbe Five Brother fraternity.

Notes From The
Northeast
Corner
By BETTY TOY
The annual Homecoming hockey
game with the alumni will be held
at 10 a.m. Saturday morning* After the frame refreshments will heserved in the Women's Lounge.
c >
Last Wednesday the Falconettei
and Socettes outplayed two soccer
teams from Bowling Green Hitch
School by a score of 4-0 and 6-0
respectively. According to Mary
Bair, head of both soccer teams,
games will be played every Monday and Wednesday between the
two University teams.

< >
Today at 4 p. m. is the- laat time
for try-outs for the Archery Club.
In order to pass the skill test one
must shoot 24 arrows at 30 yards
and make a score of 85 or over.
New members are Irene Anderson,
Grace Chapin, and Georgia Frericks.
c >
All WAA members and Alumni
are invited to the Women's Lounge
Women's Building, Saturday at 11
a. m. for hot chocolate and to visit
with old friends.
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Brood Wins
Hungry Wolfe 11 Falcons Will Strive For
Third Win Before Alumni
From Ypsi
Fenton Wolfe Has Scored Eight Touchdowns To
Easily, 20-6
Lead Conference Scorers; Tri-colors Have
Chalked Up Four Consecutive Wins
Wellner Scores 3 Times
To Lead Balanced
Attack

Coach Bob Whittaker's Falcons have their work cut out
for them this Homecoming week-end as can readily be seen,
for Heidelberg's Fenton Wolfe and Co., boasting an undefeated season, and four straight Ohio Conference wins,
will take the field against the Falcons this Saturday at University field.

With Captain Eddie Wellner scoring three touchdowns,
Bowling Green's Falcons left
nearly two thousand, raindrenched Michigan State Normal Homecoming fans little
to cheer about as they soundly
drubbed the Hurons 20-6, last
Saturday.
The River Rouge blonde returned
to his native state and personally
gained !»1 yards, as he and his
mates ran "all over the joint." piling up 16 first downs and gaining
Fenton Wolfe, Heidelberg's ace
a total of 332 yards, while holding
will s*et to show his
the Green and White to 3 first halfback,
• coring talent again.t the Falcons
downs, a negative four yards by in Saturday's homecoming clash.
rushing and 67 by passing.
Only once during the entire game
did Ypsilanti reach Bowling Green
territory and that came in the
third period when Johnson's fumble was recovered on the BG 40.
A long pass from Slaybaugh to
Beach was good to the three, where
two line plunges gave the Hurons
their only score of the game, and
their first touchdown of the season.

The Falcons scored first, early
in the second period on a sustained
drive from the Normal 42-yard
line. Wellner, Uzak, and Marazon
alternated to move the ball to the
.'".0. where Marazon chucked an 18yard pass to Uzak on the 12. Uzak
made four more and then Wellner
slid off his own right tackle for
c >
the touchdown. Marazon's placeThe hockey teams played four ment was low.
games this past week with the Air
Again in the third quarter, the
Raiders, piloted by Rita Snyder.
coming out on top with two wins. Falcons marched 33 yards on 3
The Shincrackers defeated the Fal- plays before Wellner swept hia
conettes by 6-0 while only tying right end for the remaining ten
1-1 with the Unknowns. The Fal- yards and a score. This time
Marazon's kick was good.
conettes won no games.
c >
Mid-way in the final stanza, afThe Boots and Saddle Club will ter Marazon had kicked out of
hold their regular meeting at 7 bounds on the Hurons' 10, Nemeth
tonight at the home fo Dr. Rea kicked to Wellner on the Ypsi 47.
McCain. Semester dues are to be The blonde halfback took the ball,
ran through three tacklers, squirmpaid at that time.
ed out of the arms of another, then
€ >
The University Stables will have behind perfect blocking raced
open ring for returning graduates across the goal line untouched.
Marazon's kick was again good.
on Saturday morning.
Defensively the Falcons were
Matt Dotaon, '39, former Falcon impregnable, stopping the Green
gridder and three letterman, is now and White backs before they could
located at Fort Lowry, Colorado, get under way. with the entire
where he is supervising the camp Bowling Green line, backed up by
big Stan Yoder. looking strong.
physical education activities.

CHURCH SHOE
SHOP

Aquatic Carnival
Slated for Grads
One of the top attractions of
this year's homecoming celebration
is being arranged for the natatoriuni. according to Budd Cox.
leader of Bowling Green aquatic
endeavors.
Members of the varsity and
freshman swimming teams and the
Swan Club, under the direction of
.Mrs. Jean Drake Hendrickson. will
take part in the water carnival.
The teams are slated to ffjvt ex
hibitions in the sprints, free style,
and buck and breast stroke events.
Plans also include exhibitions of
fancy and clown diving.
A three star attraction will be
found in the Kicki-Fin sprints.
This novelty event is to be timed
and it is hoped that some sort of
a record will be set in this event
during the performance. The Swan
Club will present a colorful rhythmic swimming pageant.

For
Good Home Cooking
Eat at

MUM'S
RESTAURANT
163 N. Main

WHEN HUNGRY
REMEMBER—

After the game stop
in and try one of our
delicious hamburgs.

Halloween
Party Favors
Decorations
Candle.
Novelties
Candy
"Come in and look around;
Von are always welcome"

MONTY'S
BEAUTY SALON
Shampoo and Wave 50c
Permanent Wave—
$1.50 $10.00
DIAL 2611

PHOTOGRAPHS
of

DISTINCTION

ARIEL WALKER
STUDIO
110 N. Main

Phone 9041

STOP!!!
and try
one of
our
hamburgers

WHITEHOUSE
5c and 10c

75c

LEITMAN'S

Cleaners and Tailors

than the average of the 4 other largest-selling
brands tested—less than any of them—according
to independent scientific tests of the smoki itself I

WELCOME ALUMNI!

RAPPAPORrS
"For Everything"

59c

f LESS
NICOTINE

OfL

"A Real Treat"

Scotch
Cleaning and Pressing

The smoke of slower-burning Camels contains

128 W. Wooster

GIANT HAMBURG

OOIN' TO LOOK SWELL
WHEN THEY DEVELOP
AND PRIMT IT/ I'M
A SWELL PITCHER:
TAKE P..'

CHECK, PARDNER, CAMELS
ARE MILDER—EXTRA MILD!

RESTAURANT
e

Complete Greasing
Oil
Gas

DRUG STORE

RAGS' YOU* PITCHER'S

E'S THE THING!

146 W. Wooster

HARVEY'S

MARATHON
STATION

ROGERS BR01

Regular DeLuxe Service

THE GAS COMPANY

YCHJR

So far this year Wolfe has'marked up eight touchdown- while •'■
The St intent Princes will averpassing for several others.
At
John
present he is leading the Ohio CoiV age around 17B pounds.
ference in points scored.
Last Sonich, a tackle, is the only player
Saturday the flashy buck led his weighing over 196 while Wolfe
mutes to u 13 to 0 win over Kenynn tips the scales at 170 and Cellini
by scoring one touchdown and pass- weighs in at 160.
Tnrney is banking heavily on
ing for another.
Last year the flashy back finish- the performances of Ctllim and
ed high in the Ohio Conference Wolfe in his hopes for a victory,
scoring list and probably would for he realizes that Bowling (.reeii
have ended up first had it not nlso is riding on the crest of a
been for a knee injury which winning streak.
In their last meeting the Falforced him to retire at mid-season
Ted Turney's eleven also havei»«ns downed the Student Primes
Lou Cellini, stocky little guard under the coaching of Harry
from Crestline, who last year re- Ockerman but this Saturday they
ceived a spot on the All-Conference will meet Heidelberg for the first
time under the guidance of Whitt4'am, back in action this year.
Missing from the Heidelberg taker.
roster though, is Karl Zalar. backIn winning their second irame
tieM star, who graduated last of the season last week-end the
June. Also not returning to school Falcons showed continued
imthis year was fullback Glenn provement. They passed and ran
Peterman. tackle Kunrail Pracher. well and several times the first
aiul end Art Page, three players half were in scoring position*, only
who would
have
prominentlyjto lack a scoring punch,
figured in Turney's plans this year. | Frank Uiaki Stan Yodor. and
So far this year the Tricolor, Captain Ed Wellner share.! the
grulders have pushed over H2, liiHeliRht in the backfield while
points while holding theii uppon-1 Bordner's offense play was in
ents to 13. Capital has been the „jvi. jn ^ne |m,,
only team to cross the Student
Princes' goal line. In their four ft it THIS CRMIRA HOM^
ewnferenee games this year Heidel
b*8l*| hus won over Otterbein 13 to
0 Capital 19 to 13, Ashland 37 to i

IT'S GRAND CHAMPION COWBOY PAUL CARNEY. At Cheyenne, Tucson, Pendleton
—on sun-fishin' saddlers... barbarous bareback broncs —this lean, leathered Arizona
tophand outperformed 'em all. He tells you this about cigarettes: "Less nicotine in the
smoke means just that much more mildness to me. I'm glad I switched to Camels."
Yes, by actual comparison {see right, above) less nicotine in the smoke than any of the
4 other largest-selling brands tested. And the smoke's the thing!
Less nicotine in the smoke—freedom from the irritating qualities of excess heat—extra
mildness. Switch to the slower-burning cigarette of costlier tobaccos note!
'That EXTRA SMOKING PER PACK makes
slower-burning Camels a mighty THRIFTY sfflbke
BY BURNING 25* SLOWER
than the average of the 4 other
largest-selling brands tested —
slower than any of them —
Camels also give you a smoking
plus equal, on the average, to

5 EXTRA
SMOKES
PER PACK!
For even greater economy and
convenience, get CsuneJa by the
carton at attractive canon price*.

R J. RrrroM* Tofcse* rwnpsnr
Winuo.. Malm. Northc.rotlr,.

IF YOU'RE SMOKING MORE than you once did, you'll
appreciate Camel's slower burning all the more. Not only
less nicotine in the smoke but also more coolness and an
extra flavor that livens up even a tired taste. You don't
get tired of smoking Camels—they alxvoys taste good.

CAMEL
THE CIGARETTE OF COSTLIER TOBACCOS
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it's my opinion

By
LAWRENCE
KUHL

By DAVE KROFT
STAFF
SUIT MeeU Every Wednesday at 7 p. m. Jack and Jill
Office in Administration Building. Phone 2681 Have had their fill
Of jroing: after water
Editor-in-Chief
Richard Dunlpace I heard them say
The other day
416 West Wooster St
Phone 2452
Her father finally caught her.
Max
Business Manager .- Hanke
First girl. *W.II, did
Kohl Hall-Phone 8121
h« propoie last nifht?"

Hugh Nott
Second gal: "Y«i, and I alappad
Dave Kroft, hii faco."
Lawrence Kuhl
Fir«t agaim "How coma?"
Don Cunningham
Sacond gall "You should hara
Sports Editor
Assistant -Bob Berardi, Walter But*, heard what ha proposed."
Frank Alexander, James Sul<»
livan, Al Sautter, and Betty
Overheard at the cemetery: "I
love you more than life—or any
Society Editor . °*.
- Martha W.lrath other 10c magazine."
Assistants—Marianne Bell, Ann Koch,
< >
Grace Pietschman, Donna
And just about "tux
Linker, and Irene Case
time" you'll hear this one: "But,
Artists
Jane Grabman, Jack Wilhelm Joe, I can's go to the formal. This
News Reporters— Lois Mayfleld, Ruth Hard- coat has been "let out" more
ing, Pauline Aeschliman, Josephine true, times in the back than an old fom
Mirridcllc DePue. Max Ihrig, Betty terrier."
Jeanne Johnson, Ruth Barnum, Shirley
c »
Sweet, Robert Speck. Doris Tcrrey, Betty
Question: Do you neck with the
Neeb, Pat Schureitzer, Dorothy Ann Salis- lights on or off?
bury, Lorrene Brosckc, Knute Rochte
Answer: Yes.
Marjorie Wolfe, Mary von ne Clark, and
< >
Dorothy Wolf
_.ta
He: Say, thats' a
Perry Shilts
^AtiZn^^Marilyn TraveV! •*». j .••- looking peir ., .oca.
Hilt, Betty Goodenough, Mary I
Another he: Well, they co.t me
Lou Deisler, Ann Koch, Janet SOc.
Holtmeyer, and Maryvonne
He: With Ui7
p, -i.
A. H.: Heck no, I wear garter..
Circulation Manager
Eugene Skora
Just overheard: If my room
Assistants- Al llarman. Dale McOmhcr
mute doenn't ntop talking in his
Secretaries
Pauline
becretanea
^Aeschliman.
Holtmeycr sleep, I'm irniiij'. to send him home
to "mutter."
< >
The opinion. expressed in the .lined
And than th«r« ware
colussn. of this paper are those of the columtha
two
wealthly
flaag who pooled
nists lk.mirl«i, and do not reflect the policy
their retourcai and bought a dog.
of this paper.
c >
Jim Miller thinks thitt is an appropriate motto: When you finish
that cigarette—wipe the annea off
your teeth.
Managing Editor
Associate Editors

Alumni And A
Successful Homecoming

Welcome alumni! This salutation
will be emblematic of the spirit of activities this week-end when some 2000
alumni return to the campus to celebrate
Bowling Green State University a
Homecoming.
Students will be mingling with the
graduates from the class of 1917 to the
class of 1941; they will be mingling
with graduates from all walks of life,
the teachers, the businessmen and now
even the soldiers and sailors. These
grads will be back to talk over old times,
to visit their old haunts and refresh
their memories of the things they used
to do, and most of all, they will be back
to renew the feeling that they are glad
that they can name Bowling Green
State University as their alma mater.
Perhaps, as the alumni are admiring
the new additions to the University that
we as students are so proud of; perhaps,
as they are marveling at the blessings
that we have as far as facilities are
concerned; we might be able to profit
greatly from Homecoming in a material
way.
, ,.,
The alumni are making a go of life,
they are successfully meeting squarely
the responsibilities of a tumultous
world; they are truly scholars in the
"University of Hard Knocks." Then
why can't we, as students, as we are
enjoying the manifold pleasures of
a well planned Homecoming, profit by
their experiences? No doubt there will
be numerous grads coming back situated
in your particular field, whose counsel
would aid you immeasurably. Search
them out, make the Homecoming a success in a material way as well as in a
social sense. The grads will welcome
your interest in them and Bowling
Green State University will profit by
the fullness of a bigger and better
Homecoming.—RD

6REATEJT COLLEGE ATHLETE- [

PJl

OF ALL THE IMWOOTALS COLLEGER
HAVE PRODUCED J1NCE THE TURN OF THE
CENTURY. ONE. AN INDIAN. STANDS HEAD AND
.SHOULDERS AKVE THE REST. THORPE ENTERED CARLISLE WHAN SCHOOL IN 1906 AND
SOON BKAME THE TERROR OF EASTERN
6RIWR0NS. HE WAS AN ALL AMERICAN
HALFBACK N 1911 AND 1912. FROM FOOT- .
BALL. JIM TURNED TO TRACK AND WON
V
THE PENTATHLON AND DECATHLON N THE
1912 0LYAAPICS. HE WAS ALSO A STAR IN
BASEBALL, BREAKINGWNTO THE MAJOR
LEAGUE WITH THE NEW 'LTJRK. GIANTS.

-t O'

«a

>A

Vi

-SBSSr^1

*P0P* WARNER. „
NOW ASST. COACH AT SAM
JOSE STATE, WAS THE RED
TERROR'S MENTOR AT
• • • CARLISLE • • •

As A PROFESSIONAL ATHLETE
THOkPE EARNED MORE THAN '100 000
BUT HE DID NOT PROVIDE FOR TUT HJIlKE
HE IS NOW LIVING IN LOS ANGELES
EARNING WHAT HE CAN AS A WME

• • •

EXTRA" • •

Writer Mourns Madhouse
Created By Stage Crews

You want me to talk louder?!
Well, how can I even yell over the1
banging of two hammers?
Yes.
I know they will be through with
« »
the scenery in a few hours, but
Our usual weakly
my voice will be gone by that time.
definition: A tommy hawk ia what
if you go to tleep suddenly and sity rifle club will have its first What is that line—I never get it
wake without hair, thara it an mating in 201 A at 7 p. m. Thurs- right, and you never give DM the
Indian with.
day. Everyone is invited to attend. right cue. Okay, we'll start this
< >
Elementary Department . . . The accne over once more—it only makes
Kindly clergyman, pinching the Intermediate Kindergarten
Pri the fifth time. Ten-thirty already
little boy's knee: "And who has mary Clubs' Homecoming break- —we ought to be out of here by
nice chubby pink legs?"
Am I
fast will be at 9:15 a. m. Saturday, twelve—if we're lucky.
Little boy: "Betty Grable."
October 25, at Lowien's Tea Room, more natural on this walk now—it
' '
| South Main Street. Make reservu- sure takes a lot of practice to be
under. ,jon8 on „. berorl, October 22.
yourself on the stage. Well, what
taker who put ten corpses int
Faculty Swim . . . Due to Home- if this dresa does fit me like a
truck and sighed. Not a coffin a
coming activities.there will be no bag—your little outfit is none too
carload.
faculty recreation period this Fri- flattering. And say, don't forget
< >
'to give me that magazine when
One last word: A girl's best as- day evening.
Student Teachers . . . Students you come in—I'll look mighty cute
set is a man's imagination.
who plan to do student teaching holding thin air.
c >
And finally the end. next semester must report toj Gee, I hope this goes over—
Our bouquet this week to the the Registrar's Office. The appli^wo've worked so hard, and we only
freshman "wimmin" at the Skol cation blanks must be tilled out had three weeks—oh well, they
house. Thanks • lot girls, your between October 22 and October say that a bad dress rehearsal
help is appreciated.
31.
makes a good performance, and
"My Girl and I" . . . Prof. Elden this is one time that I hope it ia
W
di,cu
,he
*-V_
4s
* »T^
!
»»
aubjectjtrue. The stage doesn't look half

Une At A

lime

Announcements
For The Week

"My '"''' "'"' '" '" ""'

0Uerbeir

bad, does it? But l never will be

I Fellowship Sunday, October 26 at able to
. get up out
.. of those lowBy Jo True
the Trinity U. B. Church at 6:30!»lung chairs gracefully—it's as
p. m. An Informal discussion will .bad as a tug of war. Well, one
follow and every student is cordial- more practice before the big afQuite often these days one sees ly invited to attend.
fair—oh no, I'm not nervous—
a small, black Spaniel scampering
Recorded Concert . . . The music my nails are always this short and
around the Five Sister House. At department announces another all- all because of a "Male Animal".
the and at thia pooch's leash, campus record concert to be held
usually struggling to disentangle at 8 p. m. Thursday, October 23.
his rather long laga, is a nice- in 203 P. A. The program will McCain*. "Poetry Of Walt
looking young gent. He is Don consist of the following selections: Whitman In Italy" Printed
Patterson, and we think he deserves "Toccata and Fugue in D Minor,"
a few words.
Bach; "Symphony No. 40 in G
Dr. Rea McCain has recently
Ginny and Don Minor," Mozart; "Afternoon of a published a bibliography of "Walt
(Ginny is his wifa, Faun," Debussy; and "Variations Whitman in Italy." The new book
incidentally; they on a Nursery Tune," Dohnanyi. contains an almost complete anSenier Pictures . . . Senior pic- thology of his poetry, its translawere married February 24, 1989) ture* must he taken this week, tions, and discussions or criticisms.
Dr. Rea McQain's interest in
have about the beat •ither afternoo.i or evening. Make
•etup for Love In your appointments at the table in Whitman grew out of a hobby, pursued during the four summers she
a Bungalow, over tha "Well" now.
Ope. Heus. . . . Kohl Hall will has spent in Italy. Most of her
there at the Five
Sister House that i hold open house Sunday afternoon information was secured through
from 2-4:80. All faculty members, the libraries of Florence, Rome,
Don Patterson we've seen yet.
Now for some of hia personality students, and guests are invited. and Padua.
traits.
His first statement was
that his pet dislikes are chipped
nail polish and tomatoes (despite
the fact that Ginny waa once
Homecoming morning will see the crowned Heinz Tomato Queen.)
How
•»>• we have a successful
dedication of Bowling Green's newest Among his favorites are; Stephen Concerning Convocations
To
The
Editor:
|convrcational
program? Why just
building, the "Falcon's Nest." But re- Foster music; basketball (he's
, , , ..
.
,
!">y having it. There is plenty of
turning alumni will realize, as they been on the Varsity for two sea- u
Hereof late there have been no.ulent in Bowh
„
Green
watch the ceremony with pride, that sons and ia out again this year); student assemblies; at leart during church gtou ,„ represented d
Sinclair
I«wia"
books;
wiener
this is not simply another building.
the past few weeks. What's the; minister, „,.,, , ££ ™ ^
process of
of uncanny
uncanny ^^^
„,,,„,,. of
meditation and devotion.
They will remember their earlier effort* roast.; playing the sax, which he reason? Byy aa process
o( meditation
devotion.
does
quite
frequently
in
the
noted
evolution
are we turning into a Our
to procure, for themselves and for those
own faculty ia composed of
to follow, an on-campus gathering place Don Ray band; tinkering with colony of heathens?
men suitable to give advice
and driving 'em; smoking a It seems that the writer is of many
to any assembly of the nature of
where students could meet to smoke and can,
pipe (after basketball season); the opinion, and rightly so that whicn
, ,m „dvocating.
dance.
of
(lance. But
BUT more than
man a• generation
««.«..>*».. '"iSJ
iike ,„ good ,enio„, intend,
assemblies are for religious I How tbolit gom<. convocations?
students passed by in review, and thera to Kradu,te next „pring: ,fter student
purposes.
Many students differ,In this d
,
and
of ^,, ,
still was no room of this sort.
that he has no definite plans. How
h
S™ ?£.
Z'\TJ"Jll
•*» «"«»»«»' «•««* we need
Last year the University Civic Re- ever, his major being accounting, lieve
that the
10 o'clock ft*.*
hour on more
search League began investigating the he would like to get into work Wednesday mornings is purely for Yea! religion. What do you say?
possibility of making over the Rec Hall along that line. He'll soon try his the delightful purpose of enterCharles K. Feller
or a room in the Library to meet the hand at balancing books as man-,tainment.
long-felt need for such a place. After ager of the "Neat."
Ill grant that frequently the Tkj.
I, Chenui-R#>li«ri«n
m
*n" " .
° Ke,,K,on
many months of promoting the idea, the His college career has been out- hour might well be spent to amuse To
,he Ed
in many respects. He is or entertain the faculty and stu-.
'tor
administration turned thumbs down on standing
Varsity Club vice president, dent body as well. But what is to
Psalm H20
the project, but proposed instead the now
member of the Student Council. be done during the weeks when Mr. Reid is my chemistry profeserection of a small Student Union build- Assistant Boy Scout Master, and
I shall not pass.
With the inspirational and gen- a member of the Five Brother suitable entertainment cannot be Hesor,
ing.
maketh ne do experiments and
erous backing of President Frank J. Fraternity. This, in addition to secured?
balance
equations; he leadeth me
I suggest that upon these
Prout, the University borrowed the making one of the best house- oddMay
among the strong acids.
a. m.'s that some sort of a
money, and began plans for building. mothers the "Fives" have ever had.
„ convocation^ or devotional period j "• a««troyeth my sense of smell;
Late last spring, the contractors broke make, him quite an a,'l- round guy. ^ jn vngnu in the rj«j£j«aJ he leadeth me in the paths of
ground for the foundation of Bowling
auditorium.
In fitting with the
chemistry for his name's sake,
Green's already beloved "Falcon's
situation at hand they may be,Y««: th°u«h ' *~k through the
|ihort program, „f in or 15 minutes/ ■•*• °' ?ld B- <••• ' »•>■" **" »»
Nest." Through labor troubles, union ._.. -•-■••-* -I conference or they may consume the full hour. I evl1- Hl» tMt tube8 »nd beakers
disputes, lack of materials, the "Nest"
Why do I suggest this? For the1 discomfort ma.
kept growing, until today it stands, a
He
full-fledged addition to Bowling Green Prof. Daniel J. Trowley will go simple and adequate reason that inbombardest me with questions
*• Presence of mine class
by train today -a the Univer- the campus needs it badly. The!
State University.
mMes; he anointest my head
of Minnesota to attend the University has a soul just as every
The student body owes more than they sity
with slams; my eye runneth over.
Manual'.rts Conference, student enrolled in it has a soul.
can ever repay to the former students three-day
which is composed! of the chairman
great "University spirit" Surely symbols and acids shall
returning for Homecoming, whose of industrial arts departments in This
follow me all the days of my
needs to be cultivated so that it
dreams are responsible, more than any teacher training institutions.
life, and I shall dwell in the
will grow and develop; so that
chem.
lab forever.
one factor, for the University's newest He waa in Col mbus Saturday when the campus proper is old, its
building.—HN
Mary Belle Lambert
at the Ohio Educi tion Conference. spirit will be hallowed and revered.

Nest Opening Realizes
Former Students' Dream

Letters To The Editor...

/

Billions of dollars are being appropriated
to send materials to the British. The American public is being ordered to dig deeper and
deeper into its pocket to help "fight for freedom." Perhaps, then, it is not out of order
to examine just what we are getting for our
money.
Sir Arthur Salter, head of the British
shipping mission, recently visited this country
in an endeavor to get more merchant ships
through lease-lend funds. F igures on British
shipping show that Great Britain now has
control of 45'i of the world's merchant
marine. Before the war, she had 21 million
tons, and since, by virtue of American gifts
and the taking over of foreign ships, she has
increased it to 33 million tons. With the
loss being less than 8 million tons, we can see
that she has made a net increase of 4 million
tons. This is what we have done for the nation who is our chief competitor in foreign
markets.
But this is striking a blow for
freedom.
AIDING OUR CHIEF COMPETITOR
While we are pouring the produce of American labor and sacrifice into Britain, she is
operating her factories full-time and maintaining exports to all available markets, including the United States. For example, a
woman who wanted a wollen dress was told
that no American woolens were available, but
that a shipment of British woolens was coming in. A hotel manager tried to place an
order with an American cutlery firm anil was
told that because of steel priorities, there was
no assurance he could get American knives.
'However," he was told. "British stainless
steel is arriving and you may fill your order

from these imports." Cleveland newspapers
recently carried advertisements for a special
importation of British shoes. But all this is
striking a blow for freedom.
DOES BEER DEFEAT HITLER?
Reports from Cairo tell of an interesting
uae to which lease-lend funds are being put.
Tanks, planes, and general merchandise are
being discharded. With each shipment, however, comes a great quantity of American
beer. It is packed in cases of twelve cans
which can be put in spare places around the
ship. It retails at 36 cents a can. which
means that someone is reaping a tidy profit.
This too, I daresay, is striking quite a blow
for freedom.

AN APOLOGY TO FRANKIE
Before I end my column this week. I feel
that I must make a most humble apology to
President Roosevelt and his company of interventionists. It seems that I charged them
with having no regard for the welfare of
American youth. I find that I was wrong.
A Detroit sculptor, one Beaver Edwards,
has just invented a rubberoid plastic which
can restore the shell-shocked parts of soldiers.
Says our latest patriot: "My composition defies detection when used to simulate a mining
anatomical part. It can even replace an entire face!"
And further, he declares "I
wouldn't have given my secrets to anyone else,
but I felt it was a citizen's duty to give them
to the army." As a reward for his interest
in American soldiery. Edwards has been retained by the government in the capacity of
technical consultant. My most abject apologies, Frankie, I see that you do have our Welfare at heart.

mere musings
There is a faint hope that the children of
the future may not have to be bored with the
appreciation of poetry as you and I have in
the past. Max Eastman some years ago remarked that the art of poetry is being summerged by the wave of technology that is
taking a firm hold on our life of today. That
the machine is the predominant factor in our
civilization is evidenced by the fact that every
year sees more young men entering the industrial field. But this does not concern me
now as much as the fact that we are losing
sight of the beauties of life because of the
machines we have created.
In the beginning, there was no form of
writing other than poetry. Who would doubt
the beauty of the Greek classics? Who would
want to destroy them? Further, who would,
that has studied them at all, want for more
of the simple beauty than is to be found in
the lyrics of Sappho or Pindar? Yet this is
passing away. No longer are we interested
in the symmetry of verse of the beauty of
rime or the rishness of thought.
STARK REALISM HAS APPEAL
It seems to me that today the world is
interested only in the stark realities of life.
Good examples of this are the novels that
have received the greatest acclaim. Namely,
"Grapes of Wrath" and "For Whom the Bells
Toll." In these, the authors have, in my opinion, capitalized on the public's desire for
realism to such an extent that their books
have a sadistic air and definitely leave a bad
taste in one's mouth. It is a bit reminiscent
of "the great awakening" in the early days
of the American colonies, when all the preachers could promise their parishioners was a
place of eternal damnation in the fires of hell.
This is what Messrs. Steinbeck and Hemingway have promised or forecast for us.
Recently I was looking over a list of book
reviews and all I could find were novels concerning the bravery of the British and the

utter brutality of the Germans. Now. it is
not my purpose either to defend or refute
these statements but it is my purpose to say
that I am getting sick and tired of reading
a lot of sentimental trash that I consider in
insult to my intelligence.
Further I believe that any one if they care
to be critical will be cognizant of this propaganda that is bombarding us. We are tol.l to
beware of the German propaganda. But one
'does not have to warn us of that of the
British because it is not subtle enough to warrant cautioning.
REALISM WILL DRIVE PEOPLE TO THE
POETIC
Along this same line of thought. Namely,
that we are losing sight of the beauties of
life, it is interesting to watch a person pick
up a paper and avidly read how many tanks
were destroyed and how many men were
killed in battle. Still, while one can not condone such a mania, one certainly can not
condemn it.
It can't be condoned because
people have let the newspapers make dupes
of them but it also cannot be condemned because it has been forced down the public's
throat.
So, following this thought, though it is evident that we are losing sight of the beauties of
life in the horrors of war and in the claws nf
technology. What the immediate outcome may
be, one can only imagine. But it seems that
soon we shall be so interested in the realities
of life that we will want to know the true
facts about everything and they in turn will
become so repulsive that we will recoil from
them and seek emotional release in the realm
of the imagination and the thing that we are
losing will be reborn again and we will once
again concern ourselves with the beauties of
life. So, while realism is today the accepted
form, someday we may return to the poetical
and the abstract.

nott much
Football isn't the only thing Coach Whittaker's gridders take seriously . . . Eddie Wellner, Frankie Uzak, Bud Baldwin, and Ed
Huffman could make a fairly decent living
playing pinochle . . . they play for keeps, those
boys . . . bidding less than 30 calls for a general round of throat cutting, rabbit punching,
and assorted mayhem all heaped on the luckless head of the offender . . . we're glad to
hear that the all campus Hallowe'en masquerade of the Las Amigas will be a genuine
masquerade ... no one to be admitted unless
properly costumed and masked . . . that's the
way it should be ... we can hardly wait for
the "Animal" opening tonight . . . just to
see Glue Pot Mahla's new set . . . we're still
wondering what kind of stage setting he'll
dope out for "Family Portrait"
THINGS WE HEAR
Overheard at a fraternity house: "How did
you like your date with that freshman?" "Oh,
she's a sweet kid—swell conversationalist."
"Neither did I." ... in the library: "Oh, do
they have books here too?" . . . anywhere:
"Have you got a cigarette?" . . . that reminds
us . . . all cigar and cigarette butts over one
inch long should be turned in to the Bee Gee
News office for general distribution . . . however, we will only accept non-crushies filched
from a nice, clean gutter . . . what ever happened to the old "She was only a daughter"
gags . . . corny or not, we liked them . . . for
example: She was only a photographer's
daughter, but she was well developed . . .
She was only a quarryman's daughter, but
she took a lot for granite . . . any contributions along these lines will be gratefully ac-

BOB
SEALOCK

By
HUCH
NOTT

cepted.
GUYS WE USED TO KNOW
Anthony "Little Caesar" Frances, last year's
editor of the Bee Gee News and first to
achieve the Ail-American Honor rating for
the paper, is enrolled in the graduate school
of journalism at Columbia University . . Jack
Bacon, platinum blonde ex-swimmer and life
guard extraordinary, is making a rather tentative living by sticking fuses in 7B millimeter
shells at a munitions plant in Ravenna . . .
Waldo "Bubbles" Egbert, long famed on the
campus for his Falstaffian figure and work
backstage, is doing his bit for national defense
by twisting iron bars (so help me) in a Lorrain toy factory.

SHARPS AND FLATS
Did you hear about the fellow that was a
two letter man in high school . . . and then
someone tipped him off to Lifebouy ... we
found out that Bob Sealock, alleged columnist,
is actually alive ... the cadaverish appearance
is the result of simply not remembering to
breathe often enough ... the one prayer we
have left is that no buildings be erected on
the square occupied by the Library ... the
day workmen begin excavating on that lawn
is the day we leave school . . . why do we
always get to fraternity smokers (our own
fraternity too) too late-for the free cigarettes
and peanuts ... we have to be content with
sniping butts from behind prospective pledges'
ears . . . the little kiddies over at the training
school tell us that it's awfully dull and dismal
in the cemetery w. f. (with flashlights) . . .
nobody comes there any more . . . aho "nun*,
winter is coming.
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BRIGHAM'S FLORIST
FLOWERS FOR ALL
OCCASIONS
174 S. Main

Ph. 2931

Ada- Hali

Glandermen
Meet Tough
Yoeman '5'

Wilaon Shin.

Complete
Dry Cleaning Service

Central Men's
Shop
and

Dry Cleaners
Phone 3051

133 S. Main

Skol Cottage
You will ?ee another of our
new pianos over there.
In.trumcntt, Mu»ic, Record.
and Supplies

SPRATT'S MUSIC
STORE
130 E. Woonter

STUDENTS!!!
ALUMNI!!!
For
Hot
Delicious
Satisfying
Meal
visit. . .

HOME
RESTAURANT

The Greyhound Bus Station

Dent-let

that > ill probltaa

Harriers Seek First Win
Of Season Against
Oberlin Champs
Facing a top-notch opponent for the third consecutive
time, the Brown and Orange
cross country team will meet
Oberlin Saturday. Oberlin,
last *year's Ohio Conference
champs, will be out to repeat
last year's feat while the Falcons hope to break into the win

Former Footballer
Killed In Crash
John Klenner '40. former
varsity football star, died Monday mornini in Monroe Hospital as the re.ult of injuries
received in an automobile accident near Monroe, Mich., late
Saturday nifht. He was a member of the Five Brother fraternity.

Notes From The
Northeast
Corner
By

BETTY

TOY
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Brood Wins
From Ypsi
Easily, 20-6

Fenton Wolfe Has Scored Eight Touchdowns To
Lead Conference Scorers; Tri-colors Have
Chalked Up Four Consecutive Wins

Wellner Scores 3 Times
To Lead Balanced
Attack

Coach Bob Whittaker's Falcons have their work cut out
for them this Homecoming: week-end as can readily be seen,
for Heidelberg's Fenton Wolfe and Co., boasting an undefeated season, and four .straight Ohio Conference wins,
will take the field against the Falcons this Saturday at University field.
So far this year Wolf, has4

With Captain Eddie Wellner scoring three touchdowns.
Bowling Green's Falcons left
nearly two thousand, raindrenched Michigan State Normal Homecoming: fans little
to cheer about as they soundly
drubbed the Hurons 20-6. last

The annual Homecoming hockey
Ifiime with the alumni will be held
Saturday.
at 10 a.m. Saturday morning. AfThe River Rouge blonde returned
column.
ter the game refreshments will be
to his native state and personally
Coach Don Kinney's squad, rated served in the Women's Lounge.
gained
01 yards, as he and his
heavy favorites over the (Uanrler
« >
mates ran "all over the joint." pilmen, are gunning for their eleventh
Last Wednesday the Fulconettes ing up 16 first downs and gaining
Ohio Conference cross country and Socettes outplayed two soccer
a total of 332 yards, while holding
championship in thirteen years.
teams from Bowling Green High the Green and White to 3 first
The Yoemen mainstays this season
School by a score of 4-0 and 6-0 downs, a negative four yards l»v
are Captain Wink Day, Pete Easrespectively.
According to Mary rushing and 67 by passing.
ter, Paul Nelson, Fred Grannis,
Bair, head of both soccer teams,
Congo Hicks, Joe
Miller
and
Only once during the entire game
games will be played every MonGardner Butehins.
So far this
day and Wednesday between the did Ypsilanti reach Bowling (man
year Oberlin has met Earlham,
territory and that came in the
two University teams.
Ohio State, and Miami. Last year
third period when Johnson's fum€ >
the Crimson and Gold runners
ble was recovered on the B(i 40.
Today at 4 p. m. i* the last lima
trimmed the Falcons 18-42.
A long pass from Slaybaugh to
for try-outs for the Archery Club.
Beach was good to the three, where
The meet was to be a triangular
In order to pass the skill test one I
two line plunges gave the Hurons
meet with Kenyon as the third
must shoot 24 arrows at 30 yards [
their only score of the game, and
competitor, but Kenyon has no
hnd make a score of 85 or over.
their first touchdown of the season.
cross country team this year.
New members are Irene Anderson,
Jay Parker, Ralph Boron*. Ro- Grace C'hapin, and Georgia KreThe Falcons scored tirst, early
land Kmmitt. John Bloom, and ricks,
in the second period on a sustained
Clair Forest will carry the Brown
drive from the Normal 42-yard
c >
and Orange colors against Oberline. Wellner, Uzak, and Marazon
All WAA members and Alumni ,
lin. The Glander men, undaunted
are invited to the Women's Lounge , alternated to move the ball to the
by their losses are determined to
Women's Building, Saturday at 11 , SO, where Marazon chucked an 18make a good showing against the
yard pass to Uzak on the 12. Uzak
a. m. for hot chocolate and to visit
chumps.
made four more and then Wellner
with old friends.
slid off his own right tackle for
In the first meet, against Miami.
< >
the touchdown.
Marazon's placeBoroff, in sixth place, was the
The hockey leans played four ment was low.
first Bowling Green man to finish.
games this past week with the Air
Miami won the meet by the score
Again in the third quarter, the
Raiders, piloted by Rita Snyder.
of 15 to 44.
coming out on top with two wins. Falcons marched 33 yards on 3
Last Saturday a strong Mich- The Shincrackera defeated the Fal- | plays before Wellner swept his
igan Normal squad chalked up a conettes by 6-0 while only tying' right end for the remaining ten
This time
score of 10 to 36 over the Falcon 1-1 with the Unknowns. The Fal-1 yards and a score.
Marazon's kick was good.
harriers.
Duane Zemper led the conettes won no games.
teams across the finish line. Close
Mid-way in the final stanza, af< >
behind him were his Michigan
The BooU and Saddle Club will ter Marazon had kicked out of
team mates, Archer, Johnson, and
hold their regular meeting at 7 bounds on the Hurons' 10, Nemeth
Sigety to cop the first four places.
tonight at the home fo Dr. Rea kicked to Wellner on the Ypsi 47.
The first Bowling Green man to
McCain. Semester dues are to be The blonde halfback took the ball,
finish was Boroff, in seventh poran through three tacklers, squirmpaid at that time.
sition followed by Parker, in eighth
ed out of the arms of another, then
< >
place.
behind
perfect
blocking
raced
The University Stables will have
open ring for returning graduates i across the goal line untouched.
Marazon's kick was again good.
on Saturday morning.
Defensively the Falcons were
Matt Dotson, '39, former Falcon impregnable, stopping the Green
gridder and three letterman, is now and White backs before they could
located at Fort Lowry, Colorado, get under way. with the entire
where he is supervising the camp Bowling Green line, backed up by
big Stan Yoder. looking strong.
physical education activities.

marked up eight touchdown* while
passing for several others.
At
prsstnt he is leading the Ohio Conference in points
scored.
Lfttl
Saturday the flashy hack led his
mutes to a 1.3 to 0 win over Kenyon
by scoring one touchdown and passing for another.

Fenton Wolfe, Heidelberg'* ace
halfback, will Ret to show his
•coring talent against the Falconi
in Saturday's homecoming clash.

Aquatic Carnival
Slated for Grads
One of the top attractions of
this year's homecoming celebration
is being arranged for the natatorium, according to Budd Cox.
leader of Bowling Green aquatic
endeavors.
Mtmbers of the
varsity and
freshman swimming teams and the
Swan Club, under the direction of
Mr*. Jean Drake Hendrickson, will
take part in the Wafer carnival.
The teams are slated to give exhibitions in the sprints, free stylr.
and hack and breast stroke events.
Plans also include exhibitions of
fancy and clown diving.
A three star attraction will be
found in the Kicki-Fin sprints.
This novelty event is to be timed
and it is hoped that some sort of
a record will be set in this event
during the performance. The Swan
Club will present a colorful rhythmic swimming pageant.

For
Good Home Cooking
Eat at

for

Costume Jewelry
Lucien LeLonf perfume.
and colornie.

GAS DOESN'T COSTIT PAYS!

RESTAURANT
163 N. Main

CHURCH SHOE
SHOP
WHEN HUNGRY
REMEMBER—

RESTAURANT

"A Real Treat"

A NO PRINT IT.'

I'M

A SWELL PrtXHejfc;
TAKE A.'

Scotch
Cleaning and Pressing

59c

HITMAN'S

Cleaners and Tailors

than the average of the 4 other largest-selling
brands tested —less than any of them — according
to independent scientific tests of the smok* ilstlfl

After the game stop
in and try one of our
delicious hamburgs.

Oil

WHIN THEY DEVELOP

>/0 LESS
NICOTINE

WELCOME ALUMNI!

GIANT HAMBURG

GOIN' TO LOOK SWELL

The smoke of slower-burning Camels contains

128 W. Wooster

Complete Greasing

DRUG STORE

RAGS? YOUa PITCHES')

CHECK, PARDNER, CAMELS
ARE MILDER—EXTRA MILD!

HARVEY'S

MARATHON
STATION

ROGERS BROS.

E'S THE THING!

THE GAS COMPANY

/VEGtf-Q-

Turney is banking heavily on
Last year the flashy hack finish the performances of Cellini and
ed high in the Ohio Conference Wolfs in his hopes for a victory',
■Coring list and probably would for he realizes that Bowling Green
have ended up first had it not also is riding on the crest of a
been for a knee
injury which winning streak.
In their last meeting thi Kalforced him to retire at MM SMSOH.
Ted Turney's eleven also hsvstcons downed the Student Princei
Lou Cellini, stocky little guard, under the coaching of Harry
from Crestline, who last year re-]Ockerman but this .Saturday they
ccived a spot on the All-Conference will meet Heidelberg for the first
team, back in action this year,
(time under the guidance of WhitMissing from the
Heidelberg taker.
roster though, is Karl Zalar, backIn winning their second ;'ame
field star, who graduated last of the season last week-end the
June. Also not returning to school PaloOAl showed
continued
imthis year was
fullback
Glenn provement.
They paased and ran
IVtcrman, tackle Konrad Pracher, well and several times the first
and end Art Page, three players half were in scoring position*, only
who
would
have
prominently to lack a scoring punch.
figured in Turney'» plans this year.
Frank Uzak, Stan Yoder. and
So far this year the Tri-color Captain Ed Wellner shared the
gridders have pushed over 82 limelight in the backfleld while
points while holding theii oppon- Bordner's offense play was impresents to 13.
Capital has been the sive in the line.
only team to cross the Student
r
Princes' goal line.
In their four
«|THII CAMS*A •aoiK'-v'
conference games this year Heidelberg has won over Otterbein 18 to
0, Capital 19 to 13, Ashland 37 to]

75c

146 W. Wooster

printed stationary

0, and K.nyon 13 to 0.
Thi' Student PrinoM wll
ago around 175
pounds.
John
Sonich, a tackle, is the only player
weighing over 196 while Wolfe
tips the scales at 170 and Cellini
weighs in at lftO.

Regular DeLuxe Service

Shoe

KLEVER'S
JEWELRY STORE

Falcons Will Strive For
Third Win Before Alumni

Hungry Wolfe

IT'S GRAND CHAMPION COWBOY PAUL CARNEY. At Cheyenne, Tucson, Pendleton
— on sun-fishin' saddlen... barbarous bareback broncs —this lean, leathered Arizona

Ga*

tophand outperformed 'em all. He tells you this about cigarettes: "Less nicotine in the
smoke means just that much more mildness to me. I'm glad I switched to Camels."

RAPPAPORTS

PHOTOGRAPHS
of

"For Everything;"

Halloween
Party Favors
Decoration.
Candle.
Noreltie.
Candy
"Come in and look around;
Von are always welcome"

MONTY'S
BEAUTY SALON
Shampoo and Wave 50c
Permanent Wave—
$1.50 $10.00
DIAL 2611

Less nicotine in the smoke—freedom from the irritating qualities of excess heat—extra

DISTINCTION

ARIEL WALKER
STUDIO
110 N. Main

Yes, by actual comparison (see right, above) less nicotine in the smoke than any of the
4 other largest-selling brands tested. And the smoke's the thing!

Phone 8041

STOP!!!
and try
one of
our
hamburgers

WHITEHOUSE
5c and 10c

mildness. Switch to the slower-burning cigarette of costlier tobaccos now!

•That EXTRA SMOKING PER PACK roaltes
slower-burning Camels a mighty THRIFTY fffflbke."
BY BURNING 25% SLOWER
than the average of the 4 other
largest-selling brands tested—
alower than any of them —
Camels also give you a smoking
plus equal, on the average, to

5 EXTRA
SMOKES
PER PACK!
For eren greater ettauoniy said
convenience, get Camels by the
carton at si tract!.* carton prices.

ft J. SsjIsHi Tnasfw rowpsnT
wlnilanBalan.NMtar.ml1n.

IF YOU'RE SMOKING MORE than you once did, you'll
appreciate Camel's slower burning all the more. Not only
less nicotine in the smoke but also more coolness and an
extra flavor that livens up even a tired taste. You don't
get tired of smoking Camels—they always taste good.

CAMEL
THE CIGARETTE OF COSTLIER TOBACCOS
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HAVE YOUR HAIR STYLED
TO SUIT YOU
at

CREATIVE BEAUTY
SHOP

Homecoming Festivities Begin Friday
With Annual Rally Dance In Both Gyms.
V

THEY'RE TASTY!
TRY THEMI!

CAIN'S
Marcelle Potato Chips
Coma to

GREINER'S
If you want that "drfiifd
Alteration*
up" look.
Garments Repaired
14'i W. Wooster

JESSE J. CURRY
OPTOMETRIST
U.a Our Budfrl Plan
T.I. BUI
116 E. Court St.

u

Come In Ana Try Ui

IDEA

km

CLASSIC ORIGINALS
in
HATS
GLOVES
PURSES

while Will Keating'* Sandusky
outfit will handle the syncopation
in the Men's Gym. Dancing will
be from 9 to 12 with presentation
of the Homecoming Queen, Gerry
Bircher, and her court at 9:30 in
the Men's Gym.
Saturday, before the football
game the sororities and other organisations will hold brunches and
luncheons for returning alumnae.
Fraternities will hold closed dances
in the evening, preceded by stag
parties and dinners.
An all-campus dance will also
be held in the Men's Gym from
9 to 12. Both Friday's and Saturday's dances arc sponsored by the
Homecoming Committee and admission will be by student activity
cards. The third and final performance of "The Male Animal"
will also be given on Saturday evening in the auditorium at 8: IB.
That's the line-up for the weekend. It should be a busy, but most
enjoyable one. for all of us.

THE
BON TON SHOPPE
This adv. and 6Bc will claan
and preia a auit, topcoat,
draii or ladiaft' coat. Coupon must ba prasanted whan
ordar i> taken.
HOME LAUNDRY AND
DEPENDABLE CLEANERS
166 W. Wooster
The Best in—
CAKES AND PASTRIES

POT

ROSS BAKERY
Ph. 7811

By MARTHA WALRATH
This is the big week-end on Bowling Green's campus.
Homecoming descends upon us Friday and activities will
continue through Sunday. Biggest event will be the annual
all-campus rally dance Friday. It will be held in both the
Men's and Women's Gyms to accomodate the student body
and returning alumni. Johnny Snyir's orchestra from Toledo will play in the Women'" Gym Tho Fiva Sifttar sorority entar-

248 N. Main

tained last Wednesday evening
with a formal dinner at the Woman's Club. The members of the
sorority who attended included:
Sidney White, president, Mim
Kerschner, vice president. Mary
Parker, treasurer, Martha I.oudenslagel, ass't treasurer, Betty Zanegleine, secretary, Janet Adams,
librarian. Marianne Bell, historian, and Dorothy Mercer, sergeant
at arms. The guests included: the
sponsros. Miss Henderson and Mrs.
Mooers, and the rushees, Gerry
Bircher, Lillian Gabor, Betty Robertson, and Pat Mcil. The rushees were presented with lovely
corsages made of red and white
carnations.

Moving into thalr now lorority
house is the big news of the Skol
Sorority. After living in the Women's Gym since the opening of
school, sorority members moved
into their cottage Sunduy.
At the last meeting pluns were
Research by University of Cali- completed for the Homecoming
fornia physicians indicates a con- brunch on Saturday. It will be in
nection between high blood pres- the sorority house at 11 i80. Plans
sure and excessive activity of ths!^^^*^^"^
Hallowadrenal glands.
e'en party for all cottage residents.
MJBS Gwendolyn Beck, criticteacher at Ridge Street School, has
accepted the sorority's invitation
to become. ■ sponsor o fthe group.

GENEVIEVESHOP
Smart "mid-fall"
designs in

Sport and Date Dresses
Jacket* -- Skirt*
Sweater*

Corsages and Flowers For Every Occasion

Tha Commoner,' Fraternity entertained about 30 active brothers
and their guests with a wiener
roast and dance at Otsego Park
Friday evening.
Faculty guests
were Prof, and Mrs. W. C. Jordan,
and Prof, and Mrs. W. S. Huffman.
General chairman for the affair
was Dick Jaynes, with Max Hanke,
Jim Place and Kerm Hartiler assisting.
Plans for Homecoming include a
fraternity stag dinner for returning alumni, a buffet luncheon for
fraternity guests, and the closed
dance, featuring Marty Steele and
his orchestra, to be held in Kohl
Hall.
Nina Fiva Brothar pledge! hava
started their pledgeship duties under the guidance of G. A. P. Joe
Fox. The pledges are Dave Martin, Danny Maraion, Tom Buttle,
Clarence Kspen, Mervin Bowers,
Dick Weeks, Herbert Stearns. Bill
Salisbury, and Robert Berry.
Committees for the fraternity
homecoming affairs are as follows:
Dance, Bill Bokerman, general
chairman; Decorations, Pete Stanford, Henry Chapoton, and Karl
Turner; Refreshments, Herschel
Johnston, and Ed Palmer; Invitations, Jack Moore; Band, Al Sautter and Don Cunningham; Alumni
party, Nate Vance and Jean Bellard.
The frutcrnity will defend its
Y.M.C.A. decoration award this
week with Bruce Siegenthaler and
Wally Uphofi* supervising the work.
Alumni Brother George Nonamuker '41 was declared winner of
the fraternity's Chambers scholarship awurd for the last school your.

K P Club Will Hold
Alumni Breakfast
Homecoming will be celebrated
by the Kindergarten-Primary and
Intermediate CJubs in the form of
a joint breakfast Saturday, at 9:15
in Lowien's Tea Room. Dr. Herschel Litherland, new elementary
supervisor, will speak, and the
critic teachers in the Laboratory
Schools will be present as guests.
Committees for the breakfast
include: Decorations; Joan Brown,
Isabelle Harbauer, Edna Gail Voglepohl, and Florabelle Anderson;
Program: Marie Evans, Betty
Loveland, Dorothy Pohlman. and
Mildred Sandrock. Mary Mick is
the president of KindergartenPrimary, and Marcella Hanson is
the executive officer of the Intermediate Club this year.

Voice, Piano Students
To Appear In Concert
Piano and voice students will
appear tonight at 7:15 p. m. in
the auditorium of the Practical
Arts Building in the first of a
series of student recitals presented
by the music department.
Recitalists include Neva Berlekamp, Mabel Foster, Josephine
Frances, Elizabeth Maurer. Mary
Miller, Marcella Peterson, Jane
Shaw, and Alice Walbolt.

A special "extension division"
La> Ami... Sorority ift aarviag of the University of Wisconsin
a bullet dinner after the game for gruduate school has been approved
their alumnae at their bouse Sat- for the Milwaukee area.
urday. Kay Smith, Ruth Allison,
and Marian Merickel are in charge
of the invitations; Helen Morrow
and Kegina Tadlock ate looking
after the table decorations; while
Margie Hilt and Betty Loveland
will handle the house decorations
for the dinner. Ruth Meek, June
Smith, and Jean Merseraaa are
responsible for decorating the Las
Aniigas' part in the Men's Gym.
The sorority is sponsoring a
Hallowe'en Dance October .'11. Il
is to be strictly masquerade and
promises to be as much fun as the
annual Sadie Hawkins Day.

READ THE ADS
THE BEST CORN IN TOWN
TO POP AT HOME
10c per Ik. Whita * Yallow

CORNER NEWSTAND

Hot Fudge Sundaes
Hot Chocolate
Home Made Soups
Sandwiches - Salads

COEDS!!!
Gloves

- Purses
Hose

LLOYD'S
DRUG STORE

to match your
fall ensembles

Corner Wooster and Main

KESSEL'S
Welcome
Alumni

UNIVERSITY
STUDENTS

Come to Purity for
home made i c e
cream and candies.
They'll give you
energy to win the
game.

Do you realne that Christmas merchandise is becoming more difficult to tret
every day?
Why not make a selection
and have it laid aside for

STRAWSER&CO.

HOLLAND
DAIRY STORE

PURITY CONFECTIONERY

Kay-Ann
Beauty Shop
Expert Beauty
Work

ALUMNI!!!
Meet the old gang

PHONE 4461

LABEY'S
Toasted Sandwiches
Malted Milk
Soda*

Sundaes
Candies

DANCING

Z Y ¥ W

HOTTEST,
HAPPIEST Of
AU. MUSICAL
HITSI

• Wool Dresses
• Station Wagon
Coats
• Reversible Coats
• Sport Jackets
• Skirts - Sweaters
• Dickee - Bra

If... like the

"Dress Better for
Less"

^iUiiij.,5g
3 BIG DAYS
Starting Today

COMPLETE LINE OF

Starts Midnight Show
Saturday 12:00
Also Sun., Mon., Tues.

f*

TYRONE
. p0Vs/ER

I

VAL-U
DRESS SHOP

AW-American Girl...

!

147 N. Main

Member

Federal

■fstasn

Raaarva

Bank of
Wood County

,Y al«»'

'

ILSAHM

POWELL
SOTHERN
YOUNG
Mat

Mambar Fadaral Dapoftit
Insurance Corp.

M.rria Maloay Cartoon
"THE WACKY WORM'
and
INFORMATION PLEASE

ffsCk

^sr
Prompt service for all
your dairy needs . . .

Y«s, the approval of unokors is the big thing that's
pinhing Chesterfield ahead all over tho country.

ISDN

MillMi TRKATK

***•[$ QIUDSI&

Try a couple of packs. We feel sure
you'll be coming back for more . . . because
Chesterfield's right combination of the world's
leading cigarette tobaccos makes them so
touch Milder, Cooler and Better-Tasting that
snore smokers are turning to them every day.
I

IMIYMIE
IIIN CslltlL
III SKELTON

you want a cigarette

Model Dairy
PHONE 4441

\

EVERYWHERE
YOUGO

C.»rrie»' mi. Limn * Mm Teuooft r>

/

